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You Only PROM Once
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By KONYA BADSA, senior
“YOU ONLY Prom Once,” Lahari
Sangitha declared as she came to
a sudden halt. The five-minute
bell had rung, and we were
speed-walking frantically down
the hallway, pushing through
peaceful couples and a depressing
congregation
of
sophomores
moaning over Thursday’s APUSH
test. It was rainy, it was sticky,
and it was May 9. The one day no
senior could afford to walk into
homeroom a minute late. The
locker is right there. One more
turn in the hallway. Five more
classrooms. Four more minutes.
And in the middle of this stressful,
wet, time-sensitive situation,
my friend had stopped. We both
stopped.
“YOPO, Konya. YOPO.”
Three minutes.
“I think that was about the
lamest thing you’ve ever said.”
“Think what you want, it’s true,”
she retorted. “We’re actually living
this moment. This is happening.”
And then we sprinted toward
our own lockers, the images of
underclassmen, frantic seniors,
and crash-course study guides had
melded into one blurry instance
and rushed past the corners of our
eyes. Two minutes.
Makeup appointments, tux
rentals, dress dramas, triple
promposals---all in the name of
that four lettered (actually, nine

seniors
photo

and
during

KAAMYA VARAGUR

dates
pose
a
pre-prom

lettered) word. We have seen
it in the movies, and we have
shamelessly stalked every photo
of it on Facebook. Prom had finally
arrived at JP Stevens, and one
could feel the rush of anticipation
and even a little nervousness
amongst all the seniors that rainy,
shortened school day.
“To be quite honest, I’m really
excited but also a little nervous. I
know that feeling will go away once
I start getting ready, but I do hope
it’s everything that we all expect,”
Simran Kripalani explained.
Concerns varied from person
to person: Deeplovleen Akal had

for
a
gathering.

expressed different anxieties. “I
think I’m more nervous about going
to a hairdresser than I am about
prom. I mean, what if she actually
burns my hair or something?”
Thankfully,
all
of
these
worries did not come to fruition
and everyone gathered at the
doors of Pines Manor, wearing
elegant
gowns,
debonair
tuxedos, and beautiful smiles.
The
energy
resonating
throughout that evening was
astounding.
People
talked
endlessly with friends and even

SEE “PROM,” page 12

SerenAIDe
By TIFFANY LIN, senior

“STUNNING, uplifting, amazing.
Words cannot describe the feelings
pervading the hearts and minds
of audiences on the night of
SerenAIDe.”
Those were the opening
sentences from the SerenAIDe
article I wrote as a freshman, and
they hold even truer as I use them
in this article as a senior.
It may have been nostalgia for
the past four years or nervousness
for the next chapter of my life, but
I have decided to use the same
words because I have only begun to
understand how they reflect a more
personal meaning for SerenAIDe:
its ability to remove the inevitable
boundaries of time.
As I find myself awaiting the
moment in which seniors throw
their graduation caps into the air,
I feel a desire to reminisce about
moments of happiness where the
clock seemed to have skipped a tick.
In an endeavor to weld together
the past four years, I reflect on
moments of SerenAIDe when the
clock seemingly missed a tock,
“Stunning, uplifting, amazing.”
SerenAIDe is a benefit concert
created 10 years ago to raise
money for the ALS Association and
provide comfort to the previous
choir director, Ms. Wions, who
lost her husband Joe to ALS in the
summer of 2011. As participants

Living, Breathing, Smiling History
By ANUSH SWAMINATHAN,
senior
AS A NEWS columnist for
Hawkeye, I present the facts. I
leave the game of perspectives and
the burden of viewpoints to my
colleagues in the Opinion section.
Instead, I focus on facts; I ask
questions, cover the events, and
provide a narrative most faithful to
the truth, without lending the bias
destined to follow deep thought.
But there is another, more
distinct truth a news writer must
face when sentiments enter the
mix: the truth which proclaims
that feelings breed bias. I walked in
hoping to interview an individual
whom I believed to be a part of JP
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Stevens history. I walked out with
the biggest smile on my face and
the warm memory of the woman
who put it there. So I guess there
is bias in this article, lots of it;
however, it is not the sort which
obscures the truth but rather the
sort which accords the proper level
of respect to it.
Ms. Evelyn Kiss has been
working in the cafeteria as a lunch
aide since 1964, when the school
was first founded, and at the age of
93, she is still going strong.
Ms. Kiss made sure to complete
all of her work an hour in advance,
just so she could make time for my

SEE “JP HISTORY,” page 12

ISHIKA GOVIL

took the stage, they embodied
this year’s theme, a Decade of
Dedication, in appreciation for the
love the Wions family has given to
the community.
Ever since Mr. Wions’ passing
and Ms. Wions’ retirement, people
have known that SerenAIDe would
be different for years to come.
“Although I think of Joe every
single day, I know that as time
goes by, the passion and dedication
dwindle as people’s lives get busy,”
She quotes from a letter written
by alumni Robert Zhang, “As more
freshmen come and seniors leave,
the relationship the choir has with
Ms. Wions and her family will no
longer exist.”
Understanding the gravity of
her speech made the inevitable
boundaries of time seem so real and
absolute. Yet, I desperately didn’t
want to believe the consequent
outcome of SerenAIDe. How could
I believe her words when a belted
note sent shivers down my body
or when my heart ached for each
subtle tenuto, a lean on note that
draws me in with awe?
I followed what the Kantilierakis

SEE “SERENAIDE,” page 12

OotM
By AKASH ADANI, sophomore
WITH THE STATE tournament
completed, the créme de la créme
of New Jersey emerged. Of the ten
teams that qualified to compete
at the 2014 Odyssey of the Mind
World Finals, JP Stevens sent
four teams of seven students each.
Celebration for the qualifying
teams was short lived, however,
as preparation for most teams
resumed the following week.
The
six
weeks
between
the
state
competition
and
World Finals were crucial for
teams attempting to polish
their “solutions” to presented
“problems.” The solutions that the
teams prepared were essentially
skits with specific elements
unique to each problem exploring
a topic defined in this year’s
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Helping Through Hashtags
By HELENA WU, columnist
FOR NEARLY 300 Nigerian girls living in
penury and subsisting on sinews of hope and
faith in their education, a night that began in
flames ended in upheaval far worse than that
of any inferno. Back in mid-April, 276 female
pupils of Government Girls Secondary
School in Chibok were whisked out of
their burning dormitories by the very
miscreants who had set it ablaze:
men from the radical terrorist group
Boko Haram, a name that translates
roughly from the Hausa language
of northern Nigeria into “Western
education is forbidden.” Since then,
while dignitaries from around the
world have condemned the kidnapping
and discussed possible responses, a
myriad of private citizens have joined
in the discussion too, via ever-present
social media platforms. One of the
most prominent movements has been
#BringBackOurGirls, which is now well
past its first month. Such social networking
campaigns may seem to trivialize the issue
by causing one to wonder, cynically, whether
the majority of tech-savvy people ever
really detach themselves from their precious
digital communities, especially when facing
such iniquities. But in reality, the hashtag
is truly vital for raising awareness about
the Nigerian girls, and it is a measure of the
adaptability of technology and virtual rallies.
Often, the idea of taking action is planted in
people’s minds, but it wilts away when they
are forced to confront the reality of doing so.
Eventually, more and more individuals let
inertia take precedence over their plans to
make a difference. Unfortunately, this fact
of human nature affects even the politicians
and leaders best suited to do something
about these abducted children. This is why
#BringBackOurGirls, though it may not
have directly contributed to rescue efforts
thus far, is still crucial. Its passion has
coalesced a community of ordinary people
who are talking with each other, swapping

ideas, comforts, and consolations, praying
together, and keeping up the morale.
This petition is strongly reminiscent
of another social media campaign from
two years ago, KONY 2012, but with key
differences that highlight the relevance

and creativity of #BringBackOurGirls.
Remember the YouTube phenomenon
started by the non-profit organization
Invisible Children? If you answered no,
give yourself a pat on the back, because
that famous video was full of falsehoods
and misleading information (although that
does not mean that Kony’s atrocities are
excusable). With a more immediate impetus,
the hashtag that calls for the safe return
of the Nigerian girls is more credible and
accountable for its commitment to the cause.

A Moment of Silence
By KRISHNAVENI TADI, freshman
EVEN AS CHILDREN, we are bred to
believe that the key to success lies only in
communication; in order to get anything and
everything done, we must speak constantly
— there is no way around it. But among us
still, there are few who do not engage in
pointless conversations, those who take on
the world with a different tool: the power of
observation. We simply ignore the strange
boy who sits at the back of the room and
never utters a word, the woman at work who
watches everyday occurrences with wide
eyes, or the young girl who always sits by
herself at lunch and often stares off into the
distance. We simply shrug off these people
as strange “outsiders” in society while they
are, in reality, far more intelligent and wise
in the ways of the world than some of us. At
one point we must ask ourselves if, perhaps,
the silence of these people is more beneficial
than our tireless chatter.
Great philosophers such as Henry David
Thoreau, Aristotle, and Plato were all
noted for their seemingly inherent ability
to decipher the cryptic secrets of life and
for their profound interpretations of life’s
phenomena. A common thread in the
personality of all three of these men was
the precious gift of observation. All the
subtleties and gentle nuances of life are
only perceptible to those willing to key
in on them with deep observation. There
are many qualities that many of us fail to
notice about the people around us. When
friends relate about their personal struggles,
our minds race to formulate advice that
we can give them without giving our total

and undivided attention to their dilemma.
If we were to give them attention instead
of advice, we could see more sides of the
situation, something we typically fail to do.
By attempting only to speak rather than to
listen, we miss out on important parts of
their character and intricate details such as
mannerisms and gestures that only increase
the intimacy of a relationship. Staying silent
increases our awareness of others
Only when a person is completely and
utterly silent can they hear the inner orchestra
that plays out in their own mind. The mind is
never quiet — that is a scientific fact, we are
always thinking of something or the other,
and by paying attention, we can cultivate
our own thoughts and understand ourselves
better than we could have ever imagined.
And isn’t that what life is all about? The
richness of life lies more so in observation
than in verbalization. There are people who
spend their entire lives talking when they
should be sitting down and listening. When
they finally reach retirement and the hectic
bustle of life becomes a chapter passed, they
can finally relax and have time to ponder
their lives, sitting in a rocking chair out on
their porch for hours on end. It is at this time
that many people discover themselves, since
the retired rely on themselves for company.
Self-discovery is the most important benefit
of silence — the only lifelong companion we
have is ourselves, and it wouldn’t hurt to
get to know ourselves a little better. If you
were asked, right this moment, to describe
who you are, what would your answer be?
Would you have an answer at all? According
to Francis Bacon, “Silence is the sleep that
nourishes wisdom.” Wisdom is nothing but a

It involves any and all whose hearts go out
to the girls, who will likely be sold as slaves,
prostitutes, or “wives” to soldiers if they
are not rescued. It is a grassroots campaign
connecting real, tangible people, a campaign
with emotion and voice, one whose updates
turn up on the Twitter and Facebook feeds of
everyday citizens and penetrate their daily
hum-ho with the reminder that these girls
are still missing and that it is wrong. In short,
#BringBackOurGirls is really a specialized
manifestation of how most people today
agitate and share news they actually care
about. The intent of empathy cannot be
sullied by how it demonstrates itself.
Besides, the millennial generation,
which practically lives on smartphones
and the Internet, is infamous for being
the most responsive to and dependent
upon social media. Despite the fact that
its title is not really applicable here, The
Dumbest Generation, a 2008 book written
by professor and lecturer Mark Bauerlin,
offers a cogent explanation of this powerful
reliance on technology that validates
#BringBackOurGirls. Firstly, while the
trademark characteristics of tech-savvy
and extreme usage are traditionally
attributed to just adolescents, these
characteristics are really often true
of anyone under 30. This means that
#BringBackOurGirls
is
perfectly
positioned to capture the attention of
a large demographic. And rather than
futilely trying to pry people away from
texting or Snapchatting, the movement
moves into their home turf, seamlessly
integrating with this wide-reaching fabric
of communication. It is an advantageous
and ingenious way to get more people who
otherwise might not have heard or cared
about the matter to do both.
#BringBackOurGirls may seem frivolous,
but it is the world’s chosen way of chipping
in. While it will not single-handedly get the
276 Nigerian girls back home, it keeps the
story and the hope alive: one of the best
recourses humanity has in such a crisis.

reflection of past experience, and one reason
why the elderly are so wise is that they spend
time reflecting on their past. By speaking, we
reveal a small pond of worldly knowledge,
but by tapping into our inner selves with
silent reflection, we unearth a vast ocean of
wisdom.
According to NPR, the human brain
cannot actively accomplish two tasks
simultaneously. Rather, humans are deluded
into thinking they can concentrate on
two things at once, when they are, in fact,
switching attention between the two tasks
at astonishing speeds. Therefore, our issues
with self-reflection might be caused by
the tight time frames that we are pushed
through on a daily basis. Perhaps we ought to
slow down and truly see the world through
the fresh perspective of an observer rather
than hastily glimpse at it through the blurry
lens of our daily rush. And while it is true
that voicing your opinion on matters is a
vital part of communication and building
relations in our world today, the fact remains
that people truly appreciate those who can
lend a listening ear more so than those who
offer constant advice.
Words are very powerful tools, but they
can also be the most dangerous weapon
known to mankind. But just like when words
are repeated over and over again until it
becomes a collection of random letters,
speaking too much without true purpose
and deliberation can make speech become
an arbitrary jumble of words that have lost
their previous meaning and depth. True
wisdom, however, is in the eyes of the silent
observer, always wiser in the ways of the
world than you and me.
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Miss-Understood
By MINAL PATEL, junior
ON SEPTEMBER 15 , 2013, Nina Davuluri
became the first Indian-American and
second Asian-American to win Miss
America. As she continues her reign, many
people are applauding Davuluri for her
achievements, and rightfully so. Winning
prestigious competitions such as Miss
USA, Miss America, Miss World, and
Miss Universe can be a gateway for young
women to achieve goals limited by social,
economic, or cultural factors. But despite its
positive characteristics, pageantry continues
to be viewed negatively for its supposed
degradation of women. Pageantry is not a
disgrace to our society, but a way to develop
important life skills, gain educational and
professional opportunities, and provide
the rest of the world with intelligent and
charismatic role models.
Some view pageants as glamorous events
reserved only for the most beautiful and
charming, but the many advantages of
pageants are underplayed. They build selfconfidence, teach women how to handle
stress, pressure, and disappointment, and
instill communication skills and poise.
Many women’s success today is due to
the foundation of skills developed during
the pageantry process. For instance, two
of American television’s most recognized
personalities have also gone through the
pageantry process. Oprah Winfrey was
crowned Miss Black Tennessee in 1972,
and television journalist Diane Sawyer
won first place in the annual national
America’s Junior Miss scholarship pageant

OPINION

in 1963. Although their involvement in
pageants is not solely responsible
for their prominence today, the
process did give them valuable
experience in front of an
audience and confidence from
their victories.
At the same time,
competitors are also given
a chance to get involved
in their communities and
to earn career advantages
that are unfortunately not
accessible or easily attainable
to all women. In countries
such as Venezuela, a pageant
victory can help a poor
rural girl improve her
living conditions. As for
Nina Davuluri, her Miss
America victory granted
her a $50,000 scholarship
that will help cover the
costs of business school
and assist her in realizing
her dream of becoming an
entrepreneur. Pageantry
enables
competitors
with the financial
resources
and
personal life skills
to pursue a
successful
future.
Thus,
the
prejudices
of people who dismiss
pageantry as superficial and unnecessary

English, U OK?
By SARAH WANG, columnist
AS THE THIRD most spoken language
in the world, the English language is an
unstoppable force continually expanding its
influence everywhere. However, the further
it stretches, the thinner it gets; it hardly
seems that prevalence and well-being go
hand-in-hand, for English is in a bad state
indeed. The language has evolved as it has
spread and is now full of imperfections.
It is troubling that English is losing its
poetic nature and adopting a new manner
of expression in speech that is less able
to convey its meaning clearly; when that
manner of expression interferes with basic

grammar and communication in writing,
problems arise—problems that indicate a
decay of language.
In recent years, English has developed a
number of peculiarities, including the use
of “like” as a filler word, the use of “swag”
as a descriptor, and the use of “totally” to
replace virtually all adverbs. Slang terms
are used in everyday speech. Among friends,
informal language is perfectly acceptable.
Although colloquial language is not
poetic, it carries an unrefined humor as an
inside joke among this generation’s teens.
However, the influence of such mannerisms
is less innocuous when it comes to written
English. While these mannerisms can be
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are outweighed by the lives impacted for the
better by the pageant process.
These women are also
worthy role models for our
society.
Unfortunately,
there are many stereotypes
that
surround
these
events,
especially
the
misconception
that
pageantry overly stresses
physical attributes. But these women are
more than their physical appearances;
they are individuals who can both be
confident about their bodies and fully
embrace the beauty within themselves.
The competition does not reduce
them to their external features; it
acknowledges their outward beauty
among many other characteristics.
While judges do look for an
appealing physique, the winners
of Miss USA, Miss America, and
Miss Universe are all intelligent
women who are knowledgeable
about current events and the
world surrounding them. They
also consistently give back
to their communities and
often take up occupations
in the medical, art, and
technological
fields
after
they
complete their
reign. Fifteen
years
ago,
Nicole Johnson
won the Miss America crown and
used her victory to become both a journalist

and advocate for diabetes research. Erika
Harold, selected Miss America in 2003, used
her fame not only to launch a campaign
against bullying and teen violence but also to
fund her education at Harvard Law School.
Diagnosed with hearing loss after winning
Miss USA in 1998, Shawnae Jebbia became a
spokesperson for a hearing aid company. The
fame from her pageant victory helped Jebbia
in her efforts to reduce the stigma against
hearing disabilities. These role models
advocate for establishing and defending
equal political, economic, cultural, and
social rights for women, common beliefs
and core goals for feminists everywhere.
Indeed, pageantry is not a frivolous gauge
of a woman’s outer beauty at all; it was an
empowering way to promote important
values.
Everyone has his or her own opinion on
what is right and wrong, we don’t have a
right to impose our mindset on others. The
morality of pageants should not be decided
by society as a whole, but by the individual
women who appreciate the benefits provided
by the competition. Women who enjoy the
advantages of the pageant world should
be able to pursue their personal choices
without backlash; after all, isn’t constricting
a woman’s opportunities more harmful than
any pageant could ever be? This judgmental
attitude toward this world is a reminder
that we should not force others to believe
and agree with us. Rather, we should instill
in ourselves an open-minded attitude to
become a more progressive society that
continues to recognize women for both their
beauty and their brilliance.

used with impunity in conversation among
friends, using them in formal essays or
reports is certainly unacceptable, though
some students seem to think otherwise. A
Teachers TV survey revealed that four in ten
teachers cannot understand their students’
writing due to the heavy usage of obscure
language and slang. Writing that is seriously
assessed should demonstrate refinement
and insight—two characteristics that slang
and colloquialisms do not have. Such use
of slang in writing cannot be excused as
an expression of modern culture; it is the
dumbing down of language for people who
cannot be bothered to write in a professional
manner. Still, the decline of language does not
allude to a decline of thought in students—
while students may have good insight, they
simply fail to articulate their ideas properly
due to the influence of modern culture on
language.
Further contributing to the decay of the
English language is the use of text message
abbreviations in writing. We’re all familiar
with them: “cya l8er,” “ttyl,” “come b4 12,”
etc. Perhaps many of us use those very
abbreviations ourselves. Although these
abbreviations are extremely convenient
for texting, they should not be carried
over to writing. According to Pew Internet
& American Life Project’s survey of 700
students, 64% report accidentally using an
abbreviation from texting in their essays.
In many cases, they don’t even realize that
they’re doing it: the abbreviations have
become a natural part of their vocabulary.
By using such abbreviations in their writing,
students are establishing a form of broken
communication in which the meaning takes
precedence over the words used. However,
due to their limited vocabulary, they cannot
convey the full extent of their meaning. In
writing governed by colloquialisms and text
message abbreviations, proper grammar
has no place: in New Media & Society’s
study of the performance of middle school
students on a grammar test, researchers

discovered a positive correlation between
the amount of text messages sent and the
extent of poor grammar. Poor language is a
vicious cycle; prevalent use it only results in
more poor language. The ultimate result is
a continuous decline of English in a society
that cares less and less for good writing.
Some may argue that these manglings are
simply becoming an ingrained part of the
English language and that students should
not be criticized for adapting to modernity.
However, while terms such as “swag” and
“ghetto” are becoming common words in
the English vernacular, they are far from
gaining acceptance in the professional
world. In any profession, one must be able to
write clearly and formally is a must. In a few
years, the teenagers who use colloquialisms
in their writing will be graduating high
school, attending college, and seeking jobs.
Although some may have the potential for
success, their ability to communicate ideas
and share their thoughts with others is
crucial in determining the progress they
will make in the future. Failure to write
professionally is indicative of not only a
decline of language, but also a decline in the
ability to communicate effectively.
The decay of the English language may
seem unavoidable in a culture where
technology and colloquialisms prevail. It
seems as though in a few decades, English
will devolve into chat-speak, abbreviations,
and words which will be unrecognizable
even to our generation. However, there is
a chance to save our language. As long as
a clear divide is made between informal
speech and professional writing, the decline
can be reversed. As with many problems,
the issues riddling the English language
must be solved by the future speakers—
that is to say, students. So when you write
an essay, cross out those abbreviations, get
rid of those colloquialisms, and pull out a
pocket thesaurus —and the next time you’re
tempted to use “swag” on your English essay,
do the world a favor and save it for a text.
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Villains Like Us
By SRUTI RACHAPUDI, columnist
WE ALL LOVE a good story. And although
we usually want a happy ending, it feels like
we’re starting to go over to the dark side more
and more often. We’re not only appreciating
the role of these villainous criminals and
murderers, but also completely sympathizing
with villains in films, television, and books.
For ages, bookworms and cinemagoers have
been captivated and fascinated by villains for
their memorable ruses and intricate moral
(or often immoral) codes in all forms of
media. Despite the villains’ barbaric actions,
audiences pity if not empathize with them.
On the other hand, it’s important to note that
while there are avid fans of films, television
shows, and books that sympathize with
villains, fans never wish to see these villains
win because the villains are to blame for
the imbalance in social harmony. However,
audiences should continue to sympathize
with the backstories of these villains in order
to gain insight on the human condition.
To begin, it’s understandable that
audiences and readers can easily label
certain characters as hateful and despicable
because of their ideologies. Often, critics
judge the harm caused by villains without
considering the possible justifications;
we should remember that villains view
themselves as the heroes of their own stories
because their skewed morals lead them into
believing that their actions are necessary.
From the beloved stories that pit good
against evil, one of the best examples is The
Monster from Frankenstein. In this novel,
Dr. Frankenstein constructs The Monster as
an innocent, ugly creature exposed to society
for the first time and therefore clueless
about civilization, people, and ethics.

Consequently, The Monster strangles Dr.
Frankenstein’s assistant, barges out of his
dungeon, and drowns an innocent
girl. Readers are quick to scorn
these atrocious actions, but
they must ask themselves:
were these inhumane deeds
committed by an average
human being with the power
of thought? A reflection on The
Monster’s actions reveals that he
strangled the assistant as self-defense
from a torch and whip. Barging from
the dungeon? He was breaking free of
incarcerating bonds. Killing the little
girl? Her death was clearly unintentional,
and The Monster even felt remorseful for
accidentally drowning her. We must take
the time to understand his motives—only
then can the real villains become clear. If
the readers cared enough to think about
the characters, they would be forced to
ask themselves who the real villain is
in Frankenstein—the misunderstood
Monster, or the cruel society brutally
hunting him down? More recently,
Loki from Thor has a similar tragic
backstory that helps us gain insight
on the human condition. As the king
of Asgard’s second son, he grew up
jealous of Thor, his older brother, due
to the fact that Thor received more
attention from their father as the
heir to the crown. When Loki
discovers that he was actually
the biological son of his
father’s worst enemy,
he set off on a
mission to
prove

himself to the king. In the process, he
backstabs his older brother, takes the crown
for himself, and almost annihilates the
entire human race. His unreserved
ruthlessness, fueled by his
continuous need to prove himself
to his father, almost leads to the
destruction of everyone around
him.
Like The Monster and Loki, many
villains possess innate flaws or tragic
backstories that they can’t help but
have; judging them before understanding
their reasoning or backstories is wrong.
That being said, who are we to
pigeonhole
the
Monster as only
good or evil?
Often, the idea
of a villain itself
is an inaccurate
way to brand a
character in
the
first
place. It’s
important
to consider
humanity
on a more
m u l t i layered scale,
one in which
actions are
condemnable
but the people
themselves are
not. We should
understand that, much
like the real-life people we
meet and talk to everyday, characters
are multi-dimensional and layered with
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as many complicated emotions as the rest of
us. We can’t describe heroes as perfect beings
when they fail like the rest of us; similarly,
we can’t completely condemn villains
without considering their redeemable
qualities or understandable flaws. There is
so much more to a character, more to people,
than a single defining label like “good” or
“evil”. Characters such as Sméagol from The
Lord of the Rings intentionally blur the line
between good and evil to remind us that just
as one person is not all good, one person
cannot be considered all evil. Sméagol
himself deals with a dual personality—his
somewhat innocent side named Sméagol,
and his evil, murderous counterpart named
Gollum. As Sméagol, he saves Frodo’s life,
leading Frodo to believe that he can be
trusted. Just like Sméagol, some villains
have short spurts of morality that make the
audience question the villains’ motives or
true character. When the line between a
villain and non-villain is obscured, audiences
are forced to reconsider what constitutes
good and evil and reevaluate a character’s
many dimensions and underlying pain.
The next time we watch a film, watch
a television show, read a fictional novel,
or indulge in any other forms of media,
it is possible that we will find ourselves
sympathizing with the villains of the
story for their tragic backgrounds, mental
anguish, or unfortunate flaws that are out of
their control. But we shouldn’t be ashamed;
in the end, with their memorable schemes
and cleverly twisted moralities, it’s not
necessarily the heroes that leave audiences
of these films, television shows, and novels
with a better understanding of the human
condition and its many layers—it’s the
villains.
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They are your students, classmates, and friends. But even after four years, how much
do you really know about the Class of 2014? Hawkeye asked seniors to chronicle their
fears anonymously and secrets on index cards. wHere are the results.
Note: Secrets may have been edited for the sake of printing quality. To comment on
and view more secrets, visit jpshawkeye.wordpress.com.

All night, till the morning we dream so long...
Adelphi University
7-year Accelerated Dental Program
Anjali Dave
Arcadia University
Jaimie Jasina
Arizona State University
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Jaesa Rogers
American University
3-year Global Scholars Program
Alice Shih
Baruch College
Zicklin School of Business
Ben Bakshiyev
Bergen Community College
Thomas Allen
Berkeley College
Gian Carlo Castrillon
Boston University
7-year Liberal Arts/Medical Education
Program
Ravi Agrawal
College of Arts and Sciences
Pooja V. Patel
College of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences:
Sargent College
Elizabeth Chandra
Kilachand Honors College
Anush Swaminathan

Jaashir Morris

Chiebuka Chukwuneke

Columbia University
Gurnoor Tucker

Fordham University
James Corrigan

University of Connecticut
Xiao Li
Iris Wong
School of Agricultural Sciences in
Pathobiology
Feny Rasania

Georgetown University
Whitney Wantong

The Cooper Union
Ben Ma
The Albert Nerken School of Engineering
Anushree Sreedhar
Cornell University
College of Architecture, Art, and Planning
Ada Chan
College of Arts and Sciences
Theresa Cao
College of Engineering
Richa Deshpande
University of Dallas
Andrew Gochuico
Dartmouth College
Radheshwar Arora
Ziqin Yuan
University of Delaware
Morgan Duffy
Delaware State University
Shaidaiah Neal

Brown University
Ameer Malik
Azeem Malik

Diablo Valley College
Raj Bhatt

Caldwell College
Julia Davis

Drew University
Pooja N. Patel

University of California, Berkeley
Pallavi Chadha
Phoebe Chang
Nitasha Goyal
Kenneth Kao
College of Engineering
Samuel Mao
College of Letters and Science
Jason Yang

Duke University
Antoniu Chirnoaga
Pratt School of Engineering
Nisarg Shah

University of California, Los
Angeles
Benjamin Chen
Carnegie Mellon University
School of Computer Science
Brian Xiao
College of Engineering
Tiffany Lin
Mellon College of Science
Andrew Ye
Case Western Reserve University
Ankita Chakraborty
Ellen Chang
Santosh Coorg
8-year Medical Program
Angela Liu

Drexel University
Crystal Byun
7-year BS/MD Program
Nikhil Grandhi
Seema Rahman
5-year Finance Program
Amir Patel
East Carolina University
Tyler Uckar
East Connecticut State University
Business Program
Joseph Siecinski
Eastern Michigan University
College of Technology
Mark Cooke
Emory University
Konya Badsa
Sarvani Kuruganti

Centenary College of New Jersey
Tara Riess

Fairleigh Dickinson University
School of Pharmacy
Ashley Taneja

University of Cincinnati

The University of Findlay

George Washington University
School of Business
Vijay Ishwar
Georgia Institute of Technology
College of Engineering
Keshav Raghavendran
College of Computing
Sana Ajani
Harvard College
Dennis Zhang
Hodges University
Marie Julien
Hofstra University
Daniel Paul
Hunter College
Dolly Sharma
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign
Sakshi Karambelkar
Suah Kim
Xi Lu (Betty) Qin
Steven Qiou
Ithaca College
Roy H. Park School of Communications
Ahana Dave
School of Health Sciences and Human
Performance
Alexandra Horgan
Johns Hopkins University
Sherry Chiu
Poonam Gupta
George Hseeh
Archan Patel
Panth Patel
Whiting School of Engineering
Yamini Vyas
Johnson and Wales University
College of Culinary Arts
Christian Polinski
Kean University
Sai Devabhaktuni
Hina Haider
Amanda Methner
Riddhi Patel
Qumora Shumate
La Salle University
Ryan Wall
Lincoln Technical Institute
Robert Dyer
University of Maryland, College
Park
Chris Ricigliano
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and
Health Sciences - Boston

6-year PharmD Program
Nicholas Lee
Jinal Patel
McGill University
Simran Rahi

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Rahul Bose
Alex Hsieh
Miheer Patankar
Middlesex County College
Filiberth Ananta
Anthony Aurelio
Jay Bhatt
Natalie Chuck
Nina Cioffi
Jaime Coleman
Shiasiah Copeland
Nicole Cuzzolina
Liandra De la Victoria
Jose Delli Paoli
Tinamarie DeLuca
Jack Dempkowski
Twinkle Desai
Rachel Endress
Jose Fano
Anthony Felipe
Caelyn Gama
Nicole Gonczi
Marcos Gonzalez
Justin Hernandez
Alyssa Ignacio
Stephanie Lopez
Mahagony Robinson White
Aaneik Josh Maiti
Kent Mautes
Isiah Mitchell
Parth Modi
Peter Mohammed
Dylan Marino
Nathan Nissim
Katia Olsen
KiraRose Olsen
Aesha Patel
Heenal Patel
Hiral Patel
Lokesh Patel
Nikhil Patel
Yash Patel
Niyatiben Patel
Parth Patel
Raj Patel
Utsav Patel
Varun Patel
John Philobos
Sridivya Raghavan
Vittoria Santorella
Daniella Servellon
Yash Shah
Adam Sklar
Paige Sklar
Brandon Vargas
Dondre Walters
Criminal Justice Program
Michael Hoff
Nursing Program
Yvonne Agyemfrah

Monmouth University
Joseph Johnson
Brett O’Grady
Montclair State University
Emmanuel Beltran

Antolina Padua
Larissa Szilagyi

Daniel Decker
Madinah El-Amin
Deanna Geritano
Krishna Khamar
Malachi McAllister
Steven Silvestri
Hanish Srinivas
Kevin B. Tran

Pennsylvania State University
Victoria Lee
Mitali Singh
Julianna Zilli
6-year Accelerated Medical Program
Jui Desai
Kristine Liu
College of Engineering
Yasin Al Fahham
SMEAL College of Business
Derek Lam
Kevin Zheng

Morris College
Ty’Ajiah Gratz
Muhlenberg College
Rebecca Phillips
The College of New Jersey
Brian Crespo
Deval Jhaveri
Alina Kuvelkar
Sharon Ling
Amit Patel
Warren Seto
Krishna Sureshkumar
7-year Medical Program
Michael Song
School of Nursing, Health, & Exercise Science
Nicole Huang
New Jersey Institute of Technology
Michael Fredericks
Vignatha Margam
Parth Patel
Ritu Patel
Erin Shea
Abbas Taiyebi
Noah Thies
Samrat Vohra
7-year Medical Program
Ramsha Javed
7-year BS/DO Program
Priyanka Batta
State University of New York
Institute of Technology at Utica/
Rome
Raymond Hickey
7-year BS/DO Program
Sruthi Nanduri
Daniel Shah
New York University
Harinder Masson
Steven Xie
Steinhardt School of Culture, Education, and
Human Development
Jessica Lee
Jacqueline Ng
Stern School of Business
Winona Atmaja
Brendan Wu
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill
Tommy Pan
Northeastern University
Hiloni Desai
D’Amore-McKim School of Business
Austin Chen
Northwestern University
Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences
Deepan Modi
Pace University
Dyson College of Arts and Sciences

Philadelphia University
5-year BS/MS Physician Assistant Program
Emily Choi
University of Pittsburg
Kristen Shea
Princeton University
Jennifer El-Fakir
Kaamya Varagur
Purdue University
Dhruva Daripalli
Queens College, City University of
New York
Xuan Nan
Quinnipiac University, Connecticut
School of Nursing
Kaitlyn Tierney
Ramapo College of New Jersey
Marissa Cooney
Rachel Laub
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Albany Medical College
7-year Physician Scientist Program
Gurleen Kaur
Rhode Island School of Design
Vincent Chen
Poornima Jhanji
Richard Stockton College of New
Jersey
Dominick Durando
Jessica Errico
John Simon
Matthew Wood
University of Richmond
School of Arts and Sciences
Lester Primero
Rider University
Carly Offin
Rochester Institute of Technology
Shannon Kelly
Rowan University
Christina Elko
Cole Grabler
Eric Heidelberger
Kionte Moorer
Gabriella Pavese
Maxine Rampersant
Danielle Tanelli

Jordan Weiss
Melaney Zranchev
Rutgers University
Nidhi Agrawal
Rachael David
Jacqueline Jackson
Tae Kim
Xanadu Lee
Dhruvit Patel
Rima Patel
Veer Patel
Vidhi Patel
Arun Ragi
Manthan Shah
Rutgers University - Camden
School of Nursing
Jasmaine Quashie
Rutgers University - New Brunswick
Monali Ariyawansa
Kruthika Dhannapuneni
Shlok Garg
Lance Glinn
Ashish Jillella
Jay Khamar
Joseph Kolesar
Lee Ann Masters
Michael Melamed
Rohit Mohite
Sushmitha Nattuva
Soundarya Nattuva
Hinal Patel
Shikha Patel
Surya Patel
Reeba Perookattu
Abhinay Tirupati
Puja Trivedi
Carin Yao
5-year Education Program
Anagha Ahire
School of Arts and Sciences
Tanya Balaraju
Akhil Bandi
Elysha Bembury
Kajol Bhatia
Swapneel Chalageri
Siddharth Chandras
Anne Choi
Aniket Deshpande
Olga Dovhanyuk
Nareena Imam
Sakib Jalal
John Linn
Jaron Ge
Aditya Geria
Amanda Gu
Shreya Gurjar
Arielle Kafker
Rohan Kanini
Juhi Kampani
Rishikesh Kanoongo
Waseem Khan
Eurie Kim
Jason Krasnits
Clara Le
Kevin Luo
Shelly Luo
Shanvith Madhirala
David Michalski
Elina Milshtein
Mostafa Nassr
Rahul Nayar
Srishti Ramtirthkar

Eshaan Parikh
Anjani Patel
Bansi Patel
Dhruv Patel
Riddhi Patel
Steffi Paul
Vishesh Prabhudesai
Janeithra Ramesh
Swathi Rapole
Arihant Seth
Atish Shah
Nehali Shah
Devika Soin
Kunal Srivastava
Shrivatsa Sundarraj
Sahil Suvarna
Gaurav Thakur
Jason Thiagaram
Jayme Van Varsseveld
Sudeepti Vedula
Michelle Wang
Carrie Willett-Brown
School of Business
Shivani Bhatt
Wayne Chan
Joshua Cho
Calvin Deng
Linda Dong
Arvind Gayam
Stephanie Garrison
Matthew Lee
Cynthia Lin
Misha Maskvin
Harini Mekala
Aditi Mehta
Daven Modi
Misha Moskvin
Pooja J. Patel
Sonam Patel
Michael Petenko
Bhawana Rathore
Lahari Sangitha
Abishek Sheshasayee
Ariel Wang
Kristen Tse
Grace Zhao
School of Environmental and Biological
Sciences
Deeplovleen Akal
Lauren Lee
School of Engineering
Aravind Amoor
Rohan Antony
Kanak Bhat
Tejas Bhoir
Joanna Cai
Aisvarya Chandrasekar
Jessica Chen
John Chen
Jakub Chmiel
Saurabh Choudhari
Kevin Dai
Priyan Gandhi
Yueh Han
Daniel Huang
Eric Jiang
Joseph Jong Chan Lee
Omkar Joshi
Arjun Kumar
Mithulesh Kurale
Abishek Madgula
Ankeet Parikh
Ashish Patel
Eshil Patel
Shivam Patel

...just remember when you come up...

Julo Stephen Pava
Shaun Porwal
Yash B. Shah
Perry Su
Lawrence Yong
Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy
Ksenya Kavva
Jae Hyun Lee
Bryan Nguyen
Harakh Shah
Harsh Talati
Jonathan Xiong
Rutgers University - Newark
Sara Khan
Smit Patel
Bei Min Zhu
School of Business
Abdalla Al Fahham
Anirudh Indukuri
Pooja S. Patel
Roshan Patel
Ishan Shah
Monali Shah
Varundeep Singh
School of Criminal Justice
Dana Harris
Saint Peter’s University
Sydney Kurfehs
DeJane Newton
Savannah College of Art and Design
Sequential Art Program
Samora Brice
University of the Sciences in
Philadelphia
6-year Physical Therapy Program
Henika Shah

Seton Hall University
Julianna Cianfano
Ellie Hautz
Melissa Montalvo
Sai Neelamraju
Raut Patel
Ravi Shah
6-year BS/MS OT Dual Degree
Heemali Patel
6-year BA Elementary Ed/Special Ed/MS
Speech Pathology
Sherilyn Morse
College of Nursing
Ashley Lai
Shina Patel
Deanna Schnitzer
University of Southern California
Viterbi School of Engineering
Kevin Wu
St. Bonaventure University
Chola Kondeti
St. Louis University
8-year Medical Scholars Program
Praakruti Cherukuri
Stevens Institute of Technology
Shreya Anjaria
Roopal Kumar
Suhail Mansuri
Bhavya Shah
Nupur Turakhia

Swarthmore College
Emily Cai
Syracuse University
College of Visual and Performing Arts
Raymond Mallia Nunez
Temple University
College of Liberal Arts
Thomas Baumser
College of Science and Technology
Meghna Bhattacharyya
Thomas Jefferson University
Karen Eng
Manhattan School of Music
Richard Kazandzhidi

Villanova University
Alick Jiang
Dyala Kasim
Simran Kripalani
Wellesley College
Zahra Malik
Widener University/Temple
University
8-year Medical Program
Lavanya Nagappan
William Paterson University
Tarae Dawkins-Stevenson
Ryan Schneider
Yale University
Simran Chahal

University of Toronto - St. George
Sandra Catinello
Joyce Wong

United States Army
Raymond Ortega

Union College
Kajal Choudhari

United States Marine Corps
Deep Patel

Union County College
Zachary Elmaati
Jake Teitelbaum

United States Navy
Tahir Atkinson
Alexander Reid
Culinary Specialist
Andrew Iroff

Vanderbilt University
Aalok Joshi
Jamie Kwan
Bryan Lin

...the show goes on...

Military
Luilli Basora

Footprints in the Sand
By AZEEM MALIK, Co-EIC ‘14
ANY SPACE WE ENTER, we change
with our presence. And when we leave
from a place or a group, we leave something
behind us. As I reflect on leaving high school
in general and the Hawkeye in particular, I
can’t help but ponder the question of what
I’ve left behind.
Over the course of this past year as
Operations Editor-in-Chief, I’ve definitely
left behind a body of work. There are print
editions of the newspaper that include my
name on the staff list. There are meeting
agendas that I’ve helped to draft. There
are notes I’ve handwritten on any number
of topics relating to the operation of the
newspaper. These all exist somewhere and
are capable of being found and of being
rediscovered. I can certainly add to this list
various virtual documents, from emails to
copy edits and everything in between.
I can look to the totality of all the work
I’ve done during my tenure, step back, and
say, “This is what I’ve left behind. This
comprises my contribution to our school
newspaper.”
Only, I don’t want to. I don’t want to call
any of this my legacy, because I hope that
what I’ve left behind is far more meaningful,
if not as tangible or permanent.
I say this because being co-EIC has by no
means been an independent effort. Not
only the Productions Editor-in-Chief, but

also several section editors and many more
writers and creative and business staff
members have all contributed to the success
of the Hawkeye this year. I have not had the
opportunity
to work with
all of these
individuals,
but
I’ve
worked very
closely with
the editorial
staff, and I
hope that what
I left behind
of any real
significance, I
left with them.
I am hopeful
of the fact that
my Hawkeye
legacy is a
result not of
what I did
individually,
but as part of a
whole. I want
it to include
not just the
edits, but also
the interactions, the conversations, and
the laughs I shared with those I worked
with. I want to be able to say proudly that I
made someone smile, or that I commended

a job well done when it was deserving of
such, or that I offered words of guidance
or encouragement when they were needed.
If I can say with certainty that I succeeded
in any of these
capacities,
then I would
say that I’ve
done my job.
Is it too
presumptuous
to expect or
hope that I
had this type
of impact, that
I affected my
co-workers in
any significant
way so as to
consider that
my legacy? I
don’t think so.
I can say with
confidence
that
the
people with
whom
I
worked have
certainly had
a great impact
on me. I have learned a lot from sharing
ideas with them, from seeing how they
worked, and by hearing what they had to say.
Being co-EIC of the Hawkeye has been my

first position of any real responsibility, and
working with the talented individuals that
comprised the editorial staff has taught me a
lot about what kind of leader and what kind
of team member I want to be. Every person
I worked with has changed me in some way,
and the sum of all of their influences has had
a profound impact on me. I can only hope
I have had a fraction of the same effect on
them.
I have spent one year as co-Editor-inChief, but I and the rest of the Class of 2014
have spent four years as part of JP Stevens.
As we graduate, we are all leaving behind
some unseen part of ourselves, a part that
lives in others’ memories, consisting of what
we’ve said and done. Our past actions and our
words have all affected those around us in
some way, perhaps in a large way. Regardless
of the size of our impact on others, we have
all changed the people we encountered. And,
just as my time as a member of the Hawkeye
has had a great effect on me, I’m sure that
our time as students here has shaped us in
one way or another. We are who we are in
part because of our high school experience.
And when we remember what our friends,
classmates, and teachers have said to us or
done for us, and how that affected us, we add
to their legacies.
Congratulations to the Class of 2014. Let
us be mindful of our ability to change others’
lives, and let us not forget the people and
places that made us who we are.
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Castles in the Sky

I remember the excitement I felt on
last day of eighth grade. High school
was something new, something special,
something enchanting. It would magically
erase my middle school awkwardness and
allow me to start fresh, to make new friends,
to be the perfect person I wanted to be.
I remember my eighth grade graduation,
thinking about all the clubs I would join
and events I would attend. In June 2010,
high school was a land of possibilities, JP a

place where as yet undefined (but definitely
amazing!) memories would be constantly
made.
I left middle school shy and awkward.
I entered high school shy and awkward.
Shockingly enough, the summer had not
magically made me more outgoing, and
high school was not the wonderland I had
imagined it to be.
It took me two years to realize what
had gone wrong, why I had not had the
high school experience I had wanted.
Essentially, I had not changed. From the
end of middle school to the start of high
school, I had not pushed myself to be more
outgoing or to invest myself in clubs or to
enjoy new experiences. I had stayed the
same, immobile, while everyone around
me changed and evolved and took on new
characters. Stagnant, I did not become the
person I wanted to be, but had to content
myself with the person I was.
When I realized that, I pushed myself to
change. I aimed at perfection, and though I
did not quite reach that, I ended up at a happy

medium. But high school is just about over,
and as I think about college, I find that the
same hopes I had in middle school reappear.
I want to be more outgoing in college. I want
to join more clubs. I want to be better at what
I do. But this time, with four years of high
school behind me, I cannot have the same
naïveté I had at the end of middle school,
when I assumed that I would miraculously
change for the better upon stepping through
the doors of JP for the first time.
Castles in the sky do not just exist; they
cannot be built on foundations of dreams.
That was my biggest mistake when looking
at high school. I assumed that entering high
school would be like stepping through the
golden gates of a castle, that it would cleanse
me of all my middle school awkwardness
and reveal a new, better version of myself.
But that did not happen; the golden gates
crumbled as my dreams did not turn into
reality, and I learned that I had not become
a new person. I realized that passively
waiting for high school to improve me had
not resulted in anything, and that only by

pushing myself to change could I actually
become better. Looking forward to college,
I try not to create castles in the sky built on
nothing but dreams and wishes, hopes and
aspirations. Rather, I hope to lay down a
solid foundation of concrete improvement,
so that any castle I do build will last rather
than dissipate into the clouds.
They say that the past repeats itself,
but it doesn’t always have to. Regardless
of whether we are going to college close
by or far away, or whether we are going to
college with many or none of our current
classmates, we have an entire summer ahead
of us to decide what kind of person we want
to be in the future. Hopefully we, the class of
2014, will be able to learn from the mistakes
we may have made in high school and
become the people we want to be in college.
But if nothing else, we can look forward to
a summer of transition, when we are free
of the nerves of high school and not quite
introduced to the trials of college.

I, L.D., leave T.C. my manual on how to
stop the transformation of a human into a
cat.
I, P.G., leave A.S. my brown plush rug that
you’ve come to love so much.
I, R.W., leave S.C. one-way tickets to
Europe to begin our (mutual) conquering
of the world as the Dictator and Chancellor,

respectively.
I, A.P., leave S.S. a chance to tell her that I
love her and I will miss her next year.
I, A.P., leave T.B. my brotherly love for her.
I, R.B., leave C.R. the grand title of “A
Steve.”
I, H.S., promise my friendship to T.B. and
A.S. forever.

I, A.V., leave S.R my hamartia of falling for
the wrong people, and my inability to dance.
We, K.B. and Z.Y., oﬃcially leave N.W. as
President of the Hot Potato Honor Society.
I, S.K., give my senior classmates all the
courage and ambition they need to succeed
in college. Actually it’s probably a good idea
to keep some of that for myself.

I, S.S., leave A.Y. my future Appa plushie.
I A.P., leave S.A. hope to do well in the future
and stay happy.
I, R.W., leave J.L., J.W., F.B., G.F., and
L.K. a love for yearbook that I hope ignites
a passion inside of them that can never be
replicated.
I, L.L.J.d.l.V., leave my peeps my pancake
mix and my hair.

but a lot more fun, and I wouldn’t trade the
experience for anything else. — Sana Ajani
Pouring a cooler full of water on my coach
after being the first win ever on the new turf
field. — Karen Eng
Standing on the podium for each Marching
Band show in my senior year and actually
seeing the hard work of my peers. — Kristen
Tse
Winning outstanding large delegation at the
Ivy League Model UN Conference with my
team. — Gaurav Thakur
Winning 2nd place at the MAIN winterguard
championships for the first time in JP
history. — Kruthika Dhannapuneni
Winning the State Sectional Championships
for the first time in JP history. — Panth Patel
Going to OM Worlds two years in a row with
the sassiest and funniest people I know. —
Sherry Chiu
All my study halls over the past few years.
I’ve had the greatest laughs and the most
frantic study sessions. — Tanya Balaraju
Beating Sayreville in the last minute of
double overtime to move onto the quarter
finals of the GMC girls soccer tournament.
— Marissa Cooney
Embarrassing myself while recording
APUSH videos. — Bhawana Rathore
This is like asking someone what their
favorite M&M flavor is. You can’t just pick
one when they’re all special in some way. —
Konya Badsa
Late-night Hawkeye layouts, complete with
email hacking, trips to the vending machine,
and playful section rivalries. — Zahra
Malik
Painting murals. — Samora Brice
Walking in the fashion show for three years
in a row. — Paige Vereen Nealous
Trying to defend a savage, cold-hearted
murderer in English. — Simran Chalal
Experiments in psychology class. — Sridivya
Raghavan
Singing on stage during Mr. JPS. — Brendan
Wu

Performing with the a cappella choir at the
Roxbury competition for one last time. —
Austin Chen
Going to Disney with my softball team and
playing in the Disney Complex. — Stephanie
Garrison
Finding an unlocked bathroom. — Daniel
Paul
Attending FCCLA conferences and serving
as the State President my senior year. —
Larissa Szilagyi
Being asked to prom perfectly by my mega
best friend. — Anjali Dave
The “Thriller” flashmob. Even though it was
faculty-only, it was still a blast. — Jacqueline
Ng
Going to the B.R.I.D.G.E.S. Christmas Party.
— Shreya Anjaria
My first cross country race. — Shanvith
Madhirala
Being the lead trumpet player of the JPS
Band Ensemble for a total of five notes. —
Rohan Antony
Winning Tennis GMCs. — Jonathan Xiong
The Spanish Honor Society fiestas. — Aaneik
Josh Maiti
Beating Old Bridge in football. — Tarae
Dawkins-Stevenson
Storming the mound at Somerset Park
against Edison. — Ryan Mandell
DCON—we got Chinese food delivered to
our hotel room at 11:45 right before curfew,
and then we stuffed our faces while watching
a comedy. — Santosh Coorg
Learning English. — Nimisha Patel
Sharing the stage with my theater family
(a.k.a. the only thing that made high school
bearable). — Deanna Geritano
The waffle fries. — Perry Su
Scoring my first varsity lacrosse goal on
Senior Night my sophomore year with 15
seconds left to break the tie. — Dominick
Durando
Riding into OM elections in a boat. — Samuel
Mao
Writing this survey. — Carin Yao

By ZIQIN YUAN, Co-EIC ‘14
FAREWELL ADDRESSES generally contain
epiphanies, aha moments, enlightening
statements. I always imagined that the
purpose of a farewell address is to allow the
author to tell an audience something that he
or she discovered that may help others in
the future. I hope this address will be able
to do that, but in writing this, all I can do is
reflect on the past few years of high school
and relate some ideas, unprecedented or not,
that I felt were true.

We asked seniors...

What advice do you have for underclassmen?
Remember, if you snooze, you really do lose.
— Sana Ajani
Don’t do too many things. Pick up a few
activities and rise to the top in them. —
Simran Rahi
Open your eyes and meet new people around
you. — Kristen Tse
Change the world. You’d be surprised at the
impact you can make in the real world even
as a high schooler. — Gurnoor Tucker
Read the newsletters in your email and apply
for scholarships! — Jasmaine Quashie
Do what you love, wear your passion – you’ll
see that there’s more to live for when you do.
— Jui Desai
Don’t forget to sit back and relax once in a
while. — Sarthak Patel
Enjoy every moment here. — Sridivya
Raghavan
Pursue what excites you. Four years is too
short a time span to have inhibitions. —
Tanya Balaraju
No matter how afraid you are of what others
might think, don’t let fear control you. —
Kunal Srivastava
Appreciate your close friends, they don’t
grow on trees. — Abhiney Tirupati
Get to know the upperclassmen because
they are not that scary. — Angela Liu
Get a doctor’s note for everything. — Lavanya
Nagappan
Don’t look too far in the future or dwell on
the past; take things as they come. — George
Hseeh
Don’t wait to do something you think will be
fun, start now. — Matthew Graham
Don’t get senioritis freshman year. Or ever.
— Cynthia Lin
Be genuine. Build yourself a personality, not
just a resume. — Konya Badsa
Just let it go. — Nupur Turakhia
Don’t be afraid to put yourself out there,
there are some pretty awesome people that
can end up being your best friends. — Suah

Kim
Get your license...ASAP — Simran Chalal
Get some type of motivation to study. —
Sushmitha Nattuva
Don’t use up all your absences by October. —
Kaamya Varagur
Ask your prom date early before all the good
dates are taken. — Anirudh Indukuri
Learn how to balance school with everything
else in your life. — Pooja J. Patel
Sleep. — Brian Xiao
Do your homework. — Rohan Antony
Take all chances that come your way. —
Monali Ariyawansa

What is your most
cherished memory at
JPS?
Bleaching my hair with the other varsity
soccer players over the summer! — Eric
Hang
When Mr. Brizan dressed up as Santa Claus
and handed out Christmas cards to each of
his physics students, that made me a little
emotional. Unfortunately, I don’t think he
ever got my name right. I sat in the back. —
Michael Song
When we pranked the teachers with fake
spiders. — Hanish Srinivas
Snowboarding with Mr. Alfonzo (Sochi
2014). — Emily Cai
Playing basketball with the Project
P.I.E.C.E.S. kids at their Special Olympics. —
Ramsha Javed
The creation of Parent Portal. — Sushmita
Nattuva
Finally getting the lead in my senior year and
walking on stage opening night. — Harini
Mekala
When our yearbook won “Best in Show” out
of 100 schools…after 72 hours of no sleep, it
was emotional to say the least. — Ryan Wall
Being on the NHS board. It was a lot of work,

Good luck, and goodbye!
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You Know You Went to JPS When...
...instead of clothes, the floor of your
bedroom was cluttered with SAT, ACT, and
AP prep books. — Sherilyn Morse
...ninety percent of the people in detention
were there for lates. — Raymond MalliaNunez
...the traffic in the morning to get to the
senior lot was worse than NYC traffic. —
Nehali Shah
...your car flooded because the senior lot is
slanted. — Rishi Kanoongo
...you had prom the same day as the AP
Statistics exam. — Shreya Gurjar
...70% of the senior class showed up on
senior cut day because they didn’t have
enough absences. — Anush Swaminathan
...you started craving Gertrude Hawk bars at
3 a.m. while cramming for midterms. — Iris
Wong
...your teacher set people’s homework on
fire as an example of a combustion reaction.
— Harsh Talati
...Algebra 2 and APUSH made plans
together to ruin your life on the same day. —
Jui Desai
...the ceiling in your WHAP class fell and it
started raining chem sewer water. — Jenny
El-Fakir
...you spent more time at after school
activities than at home. — Dyala Kasim
...the gnomes on the rooftop regularly
changed position (as if they had minds of
their own). — Tiffany Lin
...prom was at Pines Manor. — Krishna
Khamar
...just dance was your favorite “sport” in PE.
— Ziqin Yuan
...the wind ensemble was actually the all-

state band. — Nikki Huang
...you spent more time commuting to school
than sleeping. — Nisarg Shah
...you still had school after a flood. — Nitasha
Goyal
...you got more homework at the end of the
year than you did at the beginning. — Nikhil
Grandhi
...people had GPAs higher than the amount
of sleep they got each night. — Daniel Shah
...the snack line ran out of chicken by 6th
lunch. — Anagha Ahire
...your healthier lunch choices included
Dominos. — James Corrigan
...you could tell when the Hawkeye came
out based on how many IES pamphlets were
on the floor. — Anjali Dave
...eight hours of sleep a week was more
plausible than eight hours a night. —
Kaamya Varagur
...there was no paper left in November. —
Apeksha Patel
...you watched Three Idiots in AP Chemistry.
— Shreya Anjaria
...homeroom was extended nearly every day
due to traffic. — Kajal Choudhari
...the heater turned on in the summer and
the air conditioning worked in the winter. —
Reeba Perookatu
...you woke up with a smile and a sunny
disposition...on weekends. — Jason Krasnits
...you were excited to get out of class for any
type of assembly. — Jacqueline Jackson
...you could rattle off 20-letter last names
without batting an eye. — Ryan Wall
...you had teachers who knew more gossip
about your classmates than you did. —
Praakruti Cherukuri

What is one thing students should do before
they graduate?
Tell the people you care for, friends and
family, that you love and appreciate them.
You’ll miss them. — Sakib Jalal
Get detention at least once. — Emily Cai
See a theater production. — Ramsha Javed
Definitely go to student council events like
Homecoming, Mr. JPS, and BOTC. Great
memories are made. — Anjani Patel
Lay face down on the turf on a sunny day. —
Dominick Durando
Learn how to be a leader. — Omkar Joshi
Use a bathroom before they all close. —
Deeplovleen Akal
Convert to the “one-binder life” by second
semester (of senior year). — Theresa Cao
Read a book once in a while that isn’t for a
class. — David Pasmanik
Remember to buy a cap and gown. — Kevin
Zheng
Help with JP day and chill with Ms. Quick
and Mr. Urbanovich in the office. — Iris
Wong
Fail a test. — Praakruti Cherukuri
Take a selfie with Ms. Pawlikowski. — Nidhi
Agrawal
Go to prom, even if you are your own date.
— Jui Desai
Try to fit into a locker. — Nikhil Grandhi
See Mr. Bufford’s “Gitlow” dance. — Alina
Kuvelkar
Make sure someone will remember you even
after you leave. — Sarthak Patel
Go to IHop for breakfast on HSPA day. —
Tanya Balaraju
Go to a midnight premiere on a school day. —
Ankeet Parikh
Step outside of your comfort zone at least
once. — Kunal Srivastava
Befriend a teacher because they are actually
not robots and pretty cool. — Angela Liu
Take a class trip. — Henika Shah
Swim in the pool on the third floor. — George
Hseeh
Recruit a really good gym volleyball team;
that stuff gets serious. — Stephanie Garrison
Speak out for what you believe in. — Daven
Modi
Run Color Me Rad. — Shanvith Madhirala

Sneak into the faculty lounge and steal their
food. — Kenny Kao
Go full out for Halloween. — Soundarya
Nattuva
Dance in the parking lot. — Jonathan Xiong
Take a B-wing selfie. — Karen Eng
Make the most out of everything. Don’t
hesitate to do what you love or be who you
want to be. — Shivani Bhatt
Go to SerenAIDe. — Simran Rahi

What is your biggest
regret at JPS?
Giving up and accepting the fact that I
couldn’t do something. — Omkar Joshi
Not using the faculty bathroom. — Nidhi
Agrawal
Not being as social as possible. — Jessica
Errico
Losing a best friend. Know who your friends
are. — John Linn
Stressing over superficial things. — Sarthak
Patel
Not being able to enjoy the first two years. —
Sridivya Raghavan
Being too afraid to audition for musicrelated things. — Kunal Srivastava
I allowed some of my greatest friends to drift
away. — Abhiney Tirupati
I regret not living in the moment. — George
Hseeh
Not joining soccer, my favorite sport. —
Shivani Bhatt
Leaving things unspoken. — Bansi Patel
No regrets! — Poornima Jhanji
Never asking Ms. Pawlikowski what product
she uses to keep her hair so freaking perfect.
— Konya Badsa
Not saving my money for senior year. — Paige
Vereen-Nealous
Never getting the hand of stress or time
management. — Joyce Wong
Not buying more JP apparel. — Elysha
Bembury
Being quiet was so boring and such a waste
of time. — Olga Dovhanyuk
Not getting enough sleep. — Brian Xiao
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Where will you be twenty years from now?
I will be working at Pixar. — Aisvarya
Chandrasekar
Hopefully on the title card of a good movie.
— Radheshwar Arora
Alone. — Jason Yang
More famous than Beyonce. — Dana Harris
An Asian house mom. — Alice Shih
Maybe Superwoman. — Ziqin Yuan
Holding a baby in one hand, signing papers
in the Oval Office with my other hand. —
Harini Mekala
A financially secure urbanite climbing the
corporate ladder of an established firm. —
Ryan Wall
Fixing your brain. — Deanna Geritano
Either adequately rich with some crackpot
invention, or ridiculously poor...with a
crackpot invention. — Miheer Patankar
Hopefully not homeless. — Steven Qiou
Hopefully volunteering with “Engineers
Without Borders” all around the world! Oh,
and staying awesome of course. — Sana Ajani
Australia. — Phoebe Chang
In a diner enjoying some fried chicken and
waffles. — Karen Eng
Living on the west coast as the owner of a zoo
that Cynthia Lin will buy me. — Deeplovleen
Akal
Chilling with lots of cats. — Theresa Cao
A publicist in New York or some other big
city. — Sadea Grundy
In the future. — David Pasmanik
Iceland. — Kevin Zheng
Running my own record label. — James
Bauman
Head nurse at a hospital. — Gian Carlo
Castrillon
Cruising with my windows down and music
blasting in my matte black Lamborghini. —
Kruthika Dhannapuneni
On the president’s Council of Economic
Advisors if not the Chairman of the Federal
Reserve. — Gurnoor Tucker
A travel nurse, so I could be anywhere! —
Jasmaine Quashie
That guy pushing the carts together at the
supermarket. — Antoniu Chirnoaga
Hopefully employed. — Nupur Turakhia
Flying to the Grand Canyon to skydive or
base-jump. — Harsh Talati
Wherever the world takes me. — Poonam
Gupta
CEO of a Fortune 500 Company. — Benjamen
Bakshiyev
In a cardboard ship. — Sarah Cheung
Hopefully the 2020 Olympic games in Tokyo,
Japan. — Mark Cooke
Living from a box… as I’m unpacking my
stuff at my beach house. — Jui Desai
Living in my parents’ basement. — Nikhil
Grandhi
Standing in front of the mirror taking selfies
with my iPhone 95s. — Misha Moskvin
Out in California, trying to dodge the
hundreds of other JP students who plan on
moving there ( just kidding, you guys are
chill) — Tanya Balaraju
Telling my children how I met their father. —
Marissa Cooney
Skiing in Vermont. — Michael Hoff
I don’t know, I don’t have a time machine. —
Vishesh Prabhudesai
I’ll be on the roof of the tallest skyscraper in
NYC popping champagne with my wife and
best friend. — Ravi Agrawal
Running my own carpentry business. —
Matthew Graham
Trauma nurse, saving lives. — Ashley Lai
Surgeon, obviously. — Lester Primero
Working at a world-famous company with
a big bungalow and cars like Audi etc. —
Manthan Shah
In a high school classroom teaching history.
— Emmanuel Beltran
Criminal justice prosecutor/lawyer. —
Shiasiah Copeland
Court-side at the NBA finals. — George
Hseeh
Working for the FBI. — Madinah El-Amin
Teaching in a classroom full of wonderful
children. — Carly Offin

Eating ice cream. — Erin Shea
In Paris, working as a music therapist. —
Pranathi Kolaganti
Plan A: An electrical engineer. Plan B: Ruling
the world by being the only person who
knows the wifi password. — Sherry Chiu
On the cover of Forbes magazine, smiling
next to Oprah and the Queen. — Juhi
Kampani
On an expedition. — Ellie Hautz
A 37-year old physician in Internal Medicine,
and a great mother of two cute kids. — Srishti
Ramtirthkar
I’m going to be living in a four-story house
while running and owning a group home
for troubled teens. — Mahogany Robinson
White
Still five feet two inches from the ground. —
Bryan Lin
Working in National Parks. — Marcos
Gonzalez
Only God knows. — Peter Mohammed
Living in a mansion with Kenny as my butler.
— Ellen Chang
Living in Ellen’s mansion as her butler. —
Kenny Kao
Army officer. — Ray Ortega
I hope to be working as either an actor or
composer on Broadway. — Danny Decker
Hopefully
diagnosing
patients
with
developmental disabilities. — Zahra Malik
Eating Cup Noodles. — Eric Jiang
Onstage—where I belong. — Sherilyn Morse
Still singing KPop. — Sharon Ling
Teaching kindergarten in an elementary
school. — Christina Elko
Hopefully on the top floor of a glass building,
sitting in a leather office chair with hands
rubbing together while saying, “Yes, yes.
Very good, very good,” in a racoon-like voice.
— Winona Atmaja
Jupiter. — Daniel Paul
A news anchor on Good Morning America.
— Ahana Dave
Canada. — Bryan Svitok
On a vacation to Australia, with my husband
Zac Efron and our fabulous daughters. —
Stephanie Garrison
Still two years younger than the class of
2014. — Brendan Wu
Hopefully not homeless. — Lauren Lee
A civil rights lawyer or making a difference
in my community through public service. —
Larissa Szilagyi
Working as a dentist in Africa and in love. —
Anjali Dave
Hopefully more than twenty years wiser,
looking less than twenty years older, and
feeling more than twenty times as happy. —
Olga Dovhanyuk
Special Victims Unit Detective. — Isiah
Mitchell
Early retirement in Bermuda and traveling
the world. — Whitney Wantong
Hopefully with my own pineapple company
and eating my own pineapples. — Abbas
Taiyebi
A married 38 year old father making a six
figure salary as a pharmacist. — Nicholas Lee
Technology Mogul. — Aditya Geria
Still in or retiring from the Navy and
hopefully cooking for either the President or
the Captain of a ship. — Andrew Iroff
Hopefully in investment banking. — Vijay
Ishwar
Happy. — Jonsely Mejia Rodriguez
A restaurant owner. — Christian Polinski
In an undisclosed CIA black site,
participating in activities that never
happened. — Steven Xie
I’ll be borrowing money from everyone
reading this while avoiding the IRS. —
Wayne Chen
Working in my pediatric clinic and going big
on my non-profit. — Soundarya Nattuva
Working in the NSA as a cybersecurity. —
Jay Bhatt
Hopefully in the Marines stationed in some
tropical paradise. — Robert Dyer
Owning my own daycare and living in North
Carolina. — Nina Cioffi
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A Farewell to Our Dear Staff

ISHIKA GOVIL

By ANGELA PAUL, junior
MS. ELDA HUBBARD had taught Spanish
in JP Stevens for 22 years. Although she
had hoped to continue teaching in JP for
a few more years, her surgeries toward the
end of her last school year left her body too
physically weak to continue teaching. She
remarks, “it’s been an adjustment all of a
sudden to not have someplace to go to in the
mornings. I miss getting to know and interacting with my students and fellow teachers.
And I miss the intellectual stimulation that
teaching has to offer and the excitement
of running JPaws.” Ms. Hubbard founded
JPaws in 2006 through which she developed her passion for animal advocacy and
welfare. She is excited now to have the time
to promote animal adoptions, fundraise, and
bring awareness about animal welfare to the
community. She is also looking forward to
returning to her home country, Cuba. Ms.
Hubbard reflects on her time at JP Stevens,
“I learned a lot from my students! I learned
that even young people can have a strong
sense of commitment, discipline, and maturity; that they are sensitive to and know to
respect the rights and opinions of others;
and that they can demonstrate compassion
for the less fortunate. I feel very fortunate to
have had them as my students, and fortunate
to have been at JP all these years.”

ISHIKA GOVIL

By SAMIKA PARAB, sophomore
MRS. ILENE LASALA taught at John Adams
Middle School for 26 years before coming
to JP Stevens. Majoring in Elementary
Education, she received her degree from
Seton Hall University and her master’s
degree in counseling from Kean University.
She now reflects that her experiences as a
teacher have been very special. After retiring,
Mrs. LaSala hopes to spend more time with
her two Labrador retrievers and volunteer at
an animal shelter. Also, she and her husband
plan to travel to the Galapagos Islands as well
as Scotland to trace her ancestry. Although
she is saddened by the thought of leaving
JP, she said that she found her experience
here extremely rewarding. She has not only
made many friends throughout her career,
but has also learned valuable lessons along
the way. She says, “I have learned to be
compassionate. It’s a tough world out there,
and you never know what is going on in
someone’s life. The most valuable lesson I’ve
learned is how fortunate I am to have had
a career in which students and colleagues
became part of my family and helped keep
me energized and young. There is no other
job I would rather have had.”

ISHIKA GOVIL

By SAMANTHIKA DEVALARAJU, junior
MS. JOAN SAMS has been a Biology teacher
for 18 years and the advisor for JP Stevens
Science Olympiad for 8 years. She received
her undergraduate degree in Botany from the
University of Texas and a master’s Degree in
Educational Technology. In her spare time,
Ms. Sams enjoys gardening, hiking, going to
the beach, watching Dancing with The Stars,
and staying in shape through fitness classes
and Zumba workouts. She and her family lived
in Saint Croix of the U.S. Virgin Islands for
eight years. She attained a private pilot license
and flew from island to island, enjoying the
breathtaking views of the nature. Her love for
the outdoors was what motivated her to teach
Biology. As a teacher, she not only wanted to
instill the concepts of Biology in her students,
but also wanted to spread her appreciation for
the intertwining of nature. When asked how
she felt about her teaching career, Ms. Sams
noted how at first, she was nervous about engaging with high school students but after 18
years, she has developed a great love for the
JP community. She recounts, “The kids here
are amazing, the classroom experiences have
been great, and the staff has been wonderful
to work with.” Once Ms. Sams leaves this year,
she plans to move to Florida to continue enjoying the outdoors and get involved in Florida’s state parks.

ISHIKA GOVIL

By SAMIKA PARAB, sophomore
MRS. LINDA GELFAND, the Special Education supervisor, always dreamed of entering
the teaching field. After majoring in Psychology at the University of Colorado, Mrs.
Gelfand confidently took her first steps toward her dream career. She began by working with troubled adolescents in a private
school and eventually became a learning
disabilities teacher-consultant for the state
of New Jersey. By the time she arrived in Edison, she had 27 years of experience working
in sixteen of the nineteen school districts of
the state. For the last ten years, Mrs. Gelfand
has been working at JP Stevens, first as a
learning disabilities specialist and eventually as the supervisor.
When asked about one valuable lesson
she learned after working with so many different students, Mrs. Gelfand replied, “You
have to respect students if you want them to
respect you. I had to maintain respect for the
individual differences of all people.” Now,
with retirement just around the corner, the
aspect of her job that she will miss the most
is the opportunity to build relationships
with new individuals. Mrs. Gelfand has developed close connections with both the
staff and students, and the impact that she
has made on them and the impact that they
have made on her will last forever.

Club
Cotillion

By KAVYA UDUPA, junior

ALOHA, HAWAIIAN FOR both hello and

goodbye. On Friday, May 30, the Student
Council hosted the third annual Club Cotillion, the Aloha Luau, as both a farewell to
the leaving officers and a warm welcome to
the incoming officers. The Student Council
transformed the courtyard into an atmosphere fit for a relaxed evening with tiki
torches, beach umbrellas, and leis. Light
snacks were provided at tables adorned with
palm trees and students crowdedw around
to take pictures with the Hawaiian beach
background. Student Council Presidentelect Kobi Dent recalled, “Hosting the first
ever outdoor dance was stressful. We were
worried about the chances of a rainstorm
but the rain conveniently started at the very
end. Overall, we had such a great theme to
work with that everything turned out amazing.”
Midway through the dance, the administration honored the leaving officers with
certificates of achievement and the incoming officers with a “ring of support.” Junior
Siddharth Hariharan remarked, “It felt good
being recognized with a certificate as an
old officer and by standing in the center of
a circle as a new one. It was a good way to
symbolize a new beginning.”
After being honored, the students came
together and danced the night away with
help from the DJ Club. “The light atmosphere allowed for us to let loose and celebrate the launching of summer. As the night
progressed, I was able to just relax with my
friends and reminisce on a year I will never
forget,” commented freshman Shyamala
Subramanian.
In all, the luau was a success. The seniors

At a

glance

By GRACE WU, freshman

snippets of JP life and beyond
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By PAULINA LEE, junior

By SAMANTHIKA DEVALARAJU, junior

By CHITHRA SUBRAMONIAN, sophomore

MS. JOAN HILL, the guidance supervisor,
will complete 33 years as an educator this
year. She began as an elementary school
teacher, spent time as a school social worker, and came to JP Stevens as a guidance
counselor 18 years ago. Ms. Hill considers
JP to be a wonderful workplace where she
has been able to watch students grow and
mature. Just as her students are moving on
to the next stage of their lives, Ms. Hill, too,
is moving on to the next stage of her life.
Her plans include reading, golfing, gardening, and spending more time with her family
and friends. As she leaves JP, Ms. Hill advises, “Find a good balance in life. Academic
success is very important, but be sure to take
the time to laugh and enjoy your years at JP.”

MS. BOHDANNA VITVITSKY, an AP Literature and AP Language and Composition
teacher, chose to focus her teaching career
on English because literature “offers a window into one’s humanity, allowing one to
find oneself by trying on different personalities.” Ms. Vitvitsky has dedicated herself to
fostering an appreciation of English in her
students. Believing strongly in “what is essential is invisible to the eye,” Ms. Vitvitsky
wishes her students to see the beauty of language and the power of words. The Poetry
Out Loud competitions in her classroom are
well-known for the excitement they bring
out in students. Other than grading her students’ essays and managing the National
English Honor Society, Knowledge Masters,
and S.T.A.R.S., Ms. Vitvitsky loves gardening, reading books, and seeing good films
and mystery shows. When asked which
books she would recommend, she replied,
“Every girl ought to read Cleopatra by Stacy
Schiff and everyone ought to read Behind the
Beautiful Forevers by Katherine Boo.” Once
Ms. Vitvitsky retires, she plans to play with
her future grandchild and find work in an
inner city hospital to assist young mothers.

MS. MARY JANE O’CONNOR, though having spent only four years as a guidance
counselor at JP Stevens, was a counselor
at Edison High for 11 years and an English
teacher for 13 years before that. She received
a master’s Degree in Literature and a masters Degree in Counseling from Wesleyan
University and New Jersey City University
respectively. As a former teacher, she describes her teaching experience as “invaluable” because it helped her connect with
the students and develop the skills required
of a guidance counselor. In the future, Ms.
O’Connor hopes to pursue writing and to
volunteer at local food pantries or literacy
programs. After observing and interacting
with students for many years, she advises
students not to put so much pressure on
themselves to succeed. When asked what
she will miss about her experience here, she
answered, “I will miss the students, as well
as my phenomenal colleagues who helped
me when I first came to JP.” Ms. O’Connor
will retire with the satisfaction of knowing
that she was able to help many different
students in many different ways throughout
her career.

celebrated the ending of a saga and the underclassmen planned for the continuation of
their own. Senior Sandra Catinello summed
the event up perfectly when she stated, “The
club cotillion was bittersweet because the
end is not long for us seniors. That’s why it
was important that we went: to celebrate
our time at JP and to make some last minute
memories.”

42
“Do the Right Thing”
33
plays featured on the 209 days since Mr.
posters
around the school
wall in the front lobby
Adornato last shaved
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OotM, contd.

Prom, contd.

problem guide. Teams seamlessly integrated significant event was the creativity festival University.
The students’ stay was wrapped up with
recyclable material into their props and which attracted children and adults alike.
costumes. The eight minute performances Each state and foreign country created a an awards ceremony and an after party. The
by JP Stevens were filled with comical puns booth and hosted a carnival type game. awards ceremony commenced with laser
and interactive effects that immediately As people participated in the games, they lights, projected animations, and t-shirt
elicited an applause from audiences after the danced to music by a DJ and collected launching in order to excite the crowd.
teams yelled “time,” signifying the end of the stickers to earn a pin at the end of the JP Stevens placed 6th in “Driver’s Test,”
performance. Even though JP Stevens teams festival. This pin was among the hundreds 19th in “The Not-So-Haunted House,” and
had been working on their solutions for over that students collected and traded as two JP teams tied for 3rd place in “The
eight months, they used every second to mementos of the events. As students from JP Stackable Structure.” Celebration continued
pursue perfection. Junior Casey He, a five Stevens exchanged pins and interacted with throughout the campus of Iowa State
time World Finals contestant, remarked, other participants, they soon made friends. University as people flooded into Memorial
“Every year I’ve done OM, there’s always Junior David Zhao said, “It was really great Union Hall for the after party. Students
from JP Stevens spent their
something last minute
last night trading pins and
that can be improved.
t-shirts, playing pool and ping
When you compete for JP
pong, dancing, and bowling.
Stevens, you’re expected
The 2014 Worlds Finals
to have a completely
was yet another successful
flawless
performance,
competition for the JP
so you have to use every
Stevens Odyssey of the Mind.
second you have to make
Students not only developed
everything from your
their creativity but also
props to costumes the best
learned about other cultures
they can be.”
as they made foreign friends.
After
a
seemingly
Sophomore Eric Duong said,
perpetual day at school,
“It’s always remarkable to
participants departed in
see how solutions are
the evening of May 27.
impacted
by
a
Although the journey to
team’s
culture. I
Iowa State University was
really
appreciate the
over twenty hours, the
Senior Kristen Tse and junior David Zhao, who were in Problem opportunity that the
students were excited
Four, impress the judges with their creative costumes and skit. World
Finals gives
to spend time with
each other and the students from Woodrow when we met a group of Mexican kids. We me to vicariously experience other
Wilson Middle School who were also tried to talk to them using the Spanish we cultures.”
Although the Odyssey of
sharing
transportation. Due
to learned at school, and we sang songs as one
transportation delays, the students missed of them played the guitar.” Some students the Mind year has come to an end,
the opening ceremony but were still reunited with the foreign friends they had teams of students have already started
made in previous World Finals after a year developing ideas for next year, and all of
welcomed by the lively environment
of communicating through social media. them hope to be given a chance to one day
created
by
individual OMers.
With these friends, students bonded by compete at the prestigious World Finals in
Aside from competing, contestants
participated in a multitude of
events going swimming and playing volleyball and 2015.
But that’s a story for next TIME.
coordinated by officials. The
most basketball in the gym facilities of Iowa State

acquaintances, exchanged several hugs and
posed in innumerable selfies. The dance
floor was full of action, many revealing their
hidden talents as they break-danced in the
center of the “Solo Circle” and fist-pumped
in heels.
And in these moments, time had suddenly
seemed to slow down. It didn’t matter that
the dance floor was overly crowded, or that
a group of friends was holding up the entire
photobooth line. It didn’t matter that a few
hours ago, many were running home to get
dressed after a three hour Statistics exam, or
that a few hours later many would be back
at home studying for next week’s dreaded
AP tests. It didn’t matter that soon enough,
we would all be parting different ways,
off to different colleges, living in different
parts of the continent. What mattered was
the moment: be it the first time or the last,
here we all were, together with our friends,
buzzing with life as we soaked in every
minute of our present. And as I watched
my friend Lahari laughing and dancing in
her five-inch stilettos, I thought back to her
words---they weren’t as lame as I thought
they were.
		
One minute.

JP

History, contd.

nterview, and as we sat down in the
“Crust and Stuff” section of the cafeteria, it
struck me that this woman had
more
swagger, more gusto, more enthusiasm
than my teenage self could ever
muster
on a Monday morning. I began the
conversation by asking her the source of the
inspiration that has kept her
working
for 50 years in the same high
school
and the same position, and her
response
was fairly simple: the young people.
She loves working around the youth in
the high school, for they, as she said,
“keep her young” and provide her with the
busy working environment she enjoys most.
Retirement has never even crossed her mind,
and as long as she has her health, she plans to
keep coming to school every morning to talk
to the students, serve them, and in return
receive the gift of warm words, respect,
and frequent hugs. In fact, her favorite part
of her work is when she sits in front of the
computers at the lunch counters and talks
to the students who strike up conversations
with her at the end of the day. Her love for
the work she does can be summed up in the
impact that she believes she has had on the
school, and that is the warmth she brings to
both the students and the faculty by being
herself, honestly answering the students’
questions, and helping her colleagues serve
the school. She brings energy to the cafeteria
and the school as a whole, which, when

407:

parking spaces
on school property

mixed with 50 years of experience, leads to
a caring, motherly figure who students can
talk to and confide in without hesitation.
Ms. Kiss is as much a part of the school’s
past as the bricks that compose its walls,
and to that effect, she is a living, breathing,
smiling diary. She, more than anyone else,
has documented the change throughout her
50 years in the school, a change which she
said consists mainly of a now more friendly
relationship between the youth and adults
than had previously existed in the school.
In her words, “the students are so warm to
me and get along better with the teachers,
and the principal is so sweet, too.” However,
she herself admits her opinion of JP Stevens
is a bit biased, simply because she loves the
school so much. What that translates to,
as she explained to me, is that she cannot
choose one favorite time period in JP
history; though her birthday celebration in
2010 when she turned 90 years old came
very close to being one of her favorites, it
was eclipsed by her overall love for every
second she has spent in the school. Because
of all her experiences here, Ms. Kiss holds
the history of the school in her memories,
and I was fortunate enough to have her share
them with me.
When I was approached to write my
last article as a JP Stevens student, my
only guideline was that it should pertain
to the history of JP. The moment I heard

my assignment, I knew that I would
interview Ms. Kiss. History is reflected
in every moment Ms. Kiss has spent
caring for and serving each and every
member of the school. History is
in
the form of a dynamic, energetic woman
of 93 who could probably claim to
have more verve in her life than most:
verve she uses to spread warmth, joy, and
happiness on a day-to-day basis. Ms. Kiss
has earned a new fan, and whenever I return
worn out and tired from my college journey,
I will expect to find her energy in the school
and her words to comfort me.

Serenaide,
contd.
siblings stated in their blurb. As they said,
“Close your eyes. We want you to feel the
music transcend our physical presence in
this auditorium. Look inside to find what it
is that you feel,” as I listened to their soulful
performance of “Keep the Beat.”
What I felt was a rush of happiness from
appreciating everyone’s talent and seeing
the great impact that music had on other
families, including the Nadkarni siblings and
the Maxham family, and alumni seniors who
even brought back their college a cappella

Dear Class of 2014: Years from now, we
will forget the color of everyone’s gowns, the
songs we sang in chorus, or the weird girl
doing the Macarena to “My Heart Will Go
On” (Guilty).
But before the final bell rings and we race
down our own hallways and unlock our own
paths in life, let us stop to enjoy our final
days of high school with our friends and live
out our experience to the very last minute.
Be it Prom or another experience, may we
continue to seize all our moments, for they’ll
live within us even after our time is up.

groups. Students from years past were still
actively involved in this cause.; some of the
visiting alumni had graduated at least six or
seven years ago.
Following their performances, how could
I accept the looming boundaries of time?
Hearing the alumni choir sing “Sure on this
Shining Night,” a piece I sang as a freshman
with Ms. Wions, made Alumna Ariel Lee’s
thoughts relatable, “It feels like we never
left. I have finally returned to something that
means family to me.”
And how could I possibly believe that
SerenAIDe might not exist in the future?
		
Ms. Wions states, “I challenge you
underclassmen to find something that you
believe in and make it your own. If you still
believe that supporting ALS is a worthy
cause to continue, then I would be honored
to be a part of it.”
And that—finding a goal to unite people
together with selflessness, music, and love—
was the best answer anyone could provide to
my question.
		
Graduation is quickly approaching. The
feeling of seconds passing by is tangible, and
I feel like my clock has too many missing
ticks and tocks.
Even as we grow up and embark on a
new journey into the unknown, I want to
thank the Wions family and all performers
at SerenAIDe for showing me how music
can rekindle love within people and how
the essence of a memory can be captured in
writing, just as I hope I have captured it now.
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Senior
Profiles
By LAUREN TENCZA and
FARHAN PATEL, sophomores, and
KAREN JIANG, freshman

EVERY WINTER and spring
season of high school, Jaashir
has dominated varsity track
both inside and outside of JP,
and managed to stay at the
top. He was named captain
for both seasons during his
senior year, and is a two-time
GMC champion in the 400m
hurdles and State Section
Champion in the 400m dash.
This past season, his efforts in
the 400m dash, 55m Hurdles,
and the 4x400m relay led to the
Hawks’ first ever Indoor Track
Sectional Championship. At
the USA Track and Field Junior
Olympics, Jaashir placed 7th.
He attributes his success to the
team, stating, “I know that we
all have each other’s backs. We
are each other’s support system
and biggest fans.” Jaashir will
continue running track at the
University of Cincinnati, to
which he received a four-year
track scholarship.

AS THEY PERSEVERE through
hours of tough practices and
fight their way through tight
matches, many athletes collect
awards, photographs, and good
luck charms to keep in their
sport lockers as reminders of
their greatest memories. This
year, as the senior class empties
their lockers and leaves for
college, we asked JP’s most
exemplary graduating athletes
for any special mementos they
cherished the most throughout
high school as well as any parting
thoughts before they begin a new
phase in their athletic careers.

PANTH PATEL proved his
devotion after running four
seasons of outdoor track, indoor
track, and cross country, as
well as becoming captain for
all three sports. As an All-Area,
All-County,
All-Conference,
and All-Red Division runner,
he received the Most Valuable
Runner Award for both spring
and indoor track. Panth holds
the school record in the distance
medley relay and the 5K race,
and placed first in the 3200m
race in the Sectionals State
Championship for indoor track.
He credits his achievements
specifically to Coach Allen, who
taught him that “through hard
work and determination, you
can achieve anything, whether
that’s on the track or in the
classroom.” After high school,
he plans to run cross country
and track for Johns Hopkins
University.

Can You Dig It?
By ROHAN ROY, freshman
FROM THE START of high school, every
student looks forward to memorable
experiences from senior year, including
prom, graduation, and the summer
before college. However, for the JP
Stevens boys’ volleyball team, relaxation
was far from sight.
With last year’s season in the books,
second-year coach Anthony White, along
with senior captains Matt Lee and Tyler
Uckar, was determined to make a run
for the championship cup this season.
Junior Lawrence Lin, a three-year varsity
athlete, stated, “I think this year we are
much stronger [since] we actually play as
a team. We are also mostly playing with
highly ranking teams this season.”
The team is dominated by juniors
and seniors, and their experience has
given the Hawks the upper hand in
close games. This season Lawrence Lin
amassed remarkable figures, including a
career high of 7 aces and 74 digs. Senior
Steven Qiou led the team in serves with
69 service points, while Matt Lee led

the team in assists with 383. Along with
the upperclassmen is sophomore Kyle
Mackiewicz, who was team captain and
landed a spot on Star Ledger’s Players to
Watch for the 2014 Season list. In just
his second year on the varsity squad,
he already leads the team in kills (209)
and aces (17), and also accumulated an
impressive 54 blocks.
The Hawks gained momentum as they
won seven of their last twelve games,
including a 15-11 upset over Piscataway,
and as a team, amassed a grand total
of 51 aces. The seventh-seeded Hawks
started their impressive GMC run,
aided by a homefield advantage, after
dominating 11th seeded Perth Amboy
in a two-set win, recording 23 kills and
22 service points. However, their story
ended early after a heartbreaking loss
against second-seeded Old Bridge in the
quarterfinals, and finished the season
with an 8-13 record.
Ultimately, the boys faced every game
with a winning mentality and dogged
determination. Perhaps 2015 will be
their lucky season.

JULIANNA ZILLI is a truly
versatile athlete. She has played
on the varsity softball team all
four years, earning the Most
Improved Award and Most
Valuable Player Award for
softball. Playing on the varsity
basketball team for three years,
she received the Hustle Award
and the Hawk Award. This year,
she represented JP Stevens
during New Jersey’s National
Girls & Women in Sports Day,
and also played in the GMC
All-Star
Basketball
Game.
Julianna credits her success to
her teammates and has enjoyed
her time with them. Looking
ahead, she predicts that “ten
years down the road, I’m going
to remember how much fun
we had everyday playing the
game we all love. And that’s the
feeling I hope for every athlete
to experience when they look
back.”

Clippers Clip Sterling
By BREANA TAN, sophomore
DONALD T. STERLING, owner of the Los
Angeles Clippers, is no stranger to the
spotlight when it comes to discrimination
lawsuits. Having already been targeted
for his racist actions against minorities,
such as the 2003 lawsuit that accused
him of preventing African-Americans
from living as his tenants, Sterling has
a history for speaking his mind. While
previous comments have left a small dent
in his billion-dollar wallet, Sterling’s
latest gaffe has completely destroyed his
reputation and his relationship with the
National Basketball Association.
In late April, an audiotape leaked from
TMZ revealed that he told his girlfriend,
V. Stiviano, that he was bothered by
her wanting to “broadcast that you’re
[Stiviano] associating with black people.”
He then ordered her “not to bring
them to my games.” The infuriation of
the predominantly African-American
team caused NBA commissioner Adam
Silver to ban Sterling for life, fine him
$2.5 million, and urge the owners

to force him to sell his team. However,
the question of whether he has been
wrongly punished still lingers in some
people’s minds; Sterling’s words were
never meant to be heard by anyone but V.
Stiviano. Based on the First Amendment,
people do have the right to say whatever
they please whenever they please.
Still, these racist comments resulted in
the loss of major corporate sponsorships,
from companies such as KIA Motors,
Virgin Mobile, and State Farm Insurance.
People have also obscured the Clippers’
symbol on their jerseys and threatened to
boycott the team’s games to display their
opposition to Sterling’s actions.
Mixed reactions from fans, the
struggle to find a new owner, and legal
controversy surrounding the Sterling’s
punishment have forced him to sell the
team, leaving the Clippers’ fate in a state
of limbo. However, one part is clear:
Donald Sterling has been clipped from
the hearts of the players as well as the
fans, and it is likely that no amount of
money, court cases, or press conferences
will ever earn him a way back in.

AMANDA
GU
started
freshman year on the junior
varsity team as an outside hitter
and steadily moved up the ranks.
The following year, she was
promoted to libero, a specialist
defensive player position in the
backcourt, on the varsity team.
As a junior, she received the
Most Improved Player Award,
which marked her continually
growing progress. In her senior
year, she was awarded the
Captain’s Award and was named
the team’s Most Valuable Player.
She accumulated a total of 298
digs, which shattered the school
record this past season. She was
also chosen to play in the New
Jersey All-Star Volleyball game.
While playing for JP Stevens,
Amanda learned that “playing
a sport is supposed to make
you feel emotion, whether it’s
sadness, anger, or happiness.
Without passion, playing a
sport is meaningless.”

NAMED DEFENSIVE Player of
the Year in varsity basketball,
Chewy Chukwuneke is also
a three-year starting running
back, defensive back, and return
man for our football team.
At 5-foot-8 and weighing 165
pounds, Chewy’s outstanding
performance led to the stunning
9-0 win against higher-seeded
Old Bridge. As a junior, he made
132 points, the second most
points scored in a season in
Hawks’ history. Returning as a
senior, he accumulated 276 total
points and broke the record for
most points in a career. To sum
up his career, Chewy remarked,
“[Football] has given me the
strength and leadership which
I lacked, and has taught me to
keep going even when times
are difficult.” Chewy looks to
take his talents to the University
of Findlay in Ohio, and maybe
someday, the NFL.

MARK COOKE started off
his freshman year as the
“underdog” of the varsity track
and field squad. Through hours
of practice, he has become one
of the fastest athletes in New
Jersey. In the 400m hurdles,
Mark placed first in the state and
fifth in the nation, and remains
undefeated this season. In the
summer of 2015, he will run at
the International Association
of Athletics Federation World
Youth Championships in Cali,
Colombia. While reflecting on
his time at JP, Mark emphasizes
the power of devotion: “One day
you may just be a runner nobody
looks at twice, but with pure
dedication, commitment, and the
love of the sport, you will be the
person runners look up too.” After
high school, he plans to compete
in the Division I program in track
and field for Eastern Michigan
University.

KRISTEN SHEA has persevered
throughout high school juggling
two sports: track and soccer. She
ran winter and spring track in her
junior and senior years and was
center midfielder on the varsity
team for four years. Throughout
her high school career, she has
received the Coach’s Award
for both soccer and track, the
Captain’s Award for soccer, and
the GMC Sportsmanship Award.
While playing for JP, Kristen has
learned the value of teamwork,
which is an indispensable
quality of both her track and
soccer teams. She states, “I have
learned that a team is like a
machine. If one part is missing,
the whole won’t work.” Though
track may seem like a one-man
sport, she points out,“It’s much
easier to run a mile with your
friends and teammates cheering
you on.”

Design by Jenny Huang and Sarah Zhong, sophomores

Rally to Repeat
By NIKIT NAINWAL, sophomore
THE
2014
GREATER
Middlesex
Conference boys’ tennis tournament
was tense for JP Stevens, the defending
champion. The final round consisted
of a three-way tie with main rival
South Brunswick and competitor East
Brunswick, each having earned 13 points.
In the final round, each of the three
teams had three players playing for the
title. From JP Stevens, Sarthak Mohanty
(11) played second singles against Old
Bridge, Vishal Walia (10) played third
singles against East Brunswick, and
Brian Ho (11) and Arjun Krishnan (9)
played second doubles against South
Brunswick. Vishal quickly closed out
his opponent in a two-set match, while
Sarthak wrenched a tough three-setter
from Old Bridge, bringing JP Stevens
up to 15 points. On their opponents’
end, South Brunswick was also able to
achieve 15 points while East Brunswick
slightly trailed behind at 14 points. Thus,
JP Stevens retained its GMC title as cochampions with South Brunswick.

After grabbing the GMC title, the
team reoriented itself to focus on
the Red Division title. With no losses
within the division at that point, JP
Stevens defeated contenders South
Brunswick and East Brunswick and
won the Red Division title decisively.
As for their regular season matches,
the team flourished under the pressure
against difficult opponents, such as
Livingston, Ridge, and especially rival
South Brunswick. Achieving stunning
victories against all three, the team was
able to maintain a record of 17-3.
For next year, the team seeks to
attain its third consecutive GMC title,
retain its Red Division title, and go
farther in the States tournament—which
will likely necessitate defeating their
new rival, Westfield. Still, first singles
Gokul Murugesan (10) believes that
“we just need to be well-prepared as a
team and give it our all on the court.”
Regarding aspirations for next season,
he comments that “this year we were
9th in the state and we can definitely
rise up the ranks next year.”

